
Studio Model Representative / Parent Contract

Studio Model Representatives can earn FREE loyalty reward referral order credits, multiple photo shoots (NO SESSION
FEES), signature albums, stretched canvas, completely edited digital image perks for social media sharing, and more!
You will essentially be an agent for my studio, representing and promoting to your friends...it really is that simple.
(program details at www.propointmedia.com)

This Agreement incorporates an understanding between parties being the CLIENT & ProPoint Media Photography.

Tier Level Credits: As a PPM Studio Model rep you have the option to choose between two Tier levels of
participation, both essentially being order credits towards your final Senior portrait order, which can include gift prints
(framed, metals, etc.), signature albums, stretched canvas, wall art, etc. at the end of the year. You'll receive multiple
portrait sessions (as many as our schedules will allow) with NO SESSION FEES ($200 value each).

The top three models with the most referrals at the end of the year (min. of three needed to qualify) qualify to win an
8x8 signature album (1st place) or 11x14 canvas (2nd place) or 8x10 canvas (3rd place) from any image they choose.

Deposit and Payments: Initial deposit of HALF DOWN for a chosen Tier level. You can choose full payment or
scheduled installments may be set up for your chosen Tier level balance.

Please select a Tier level option:
HALF DOWN DEPOSIT: $ _______________ DATE: _______ / ________ / ________

PAYMENT IN FULL: $ ____________________ DATE: _______ / ________ / ________

● Tier 1 ($700 in credits) : Installments of balance: $ ___________ | _________ initial

● Tier 2 ($1300 in credits): Installments of balance: $ ___________ | _________ initial

Referral Booking Credits: As you build referrals you can apply them as order credits in addition to your Tier level
credits and use towards your final print and/or digital order.

Cancellations or Rescheduling: If client requests to reschedule, a 24 hour notice is suggested (and appreciated).

Conditions of Program: Initial deposit of HALF DOWN is non-refundable and forfeited (along with any referral order
credits). In the event the client chooses to leave the program for any reason and/or chooses to work with a different
photographer over the course of the year, forfeiture of all referral credits and deposits result if terms are not met.

Social Media: Studio Model agrees to NOT alter images sent to them via text or screenshot from social media, including
editing with phone apps) and post ONLY edited session images (photographer will provide via text messages) as their
profile photo(s) across all social media platforms for the duration of their time as a PPM Studio Model Rep. Studio
Models will receive these digital images free of charge.

Photographic Materials: All photographic materials, including but not limited to digital files, shall be the exclusive
property of ProPoint Media Photography. ProPoint Media Photography shall provide FREE online proof galleries
available to the client (for each session) for the purpose of selecting images to use with order credits. (if desired).
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Copyright and Reproductions: ProPoint Media Photography retains copyright ownership of all digital images created
and shall have exclusive rights to make reproductions. ProPoint Media Photography shall only make reproductions for
the client or for the photographer’s portfolio, self-promotions, entry in photographic contests and/or art exhibitions,
editorial use, website or for display within the photographer’s studio.

Client’s Usage: Studio Model must use watermarked images on all social media platforms. Watermarked logo must
remain intact and visible (not cropped).

Permissions: Parent or Guardian grants permission for their student (under the age of 18) to enter the PPM Studio
Model Rep Program and understands the terms as well as responsibilities as a selected Studio model Representative.
Model agrees that some of their (edited) images will be posted online throughout their tenure as a Studio Model
Representative.

Digital Screen Captures: Studio Models and parents agree NOT to screen capture and post unedited proof images from
any proof gallery or social media post. All images posted online (i.e. social media) must be the same images provided
(via text message) to model in fully edited versions of proofs (white balancing, color corrections, etc.). Proof Gallery
password access must only be used by Studio Model and parent(s) and not distributed. As a ProPoint Media Studio
Model Representative, you acknowledge agreement to the terms of the PPM studio model contract which includes
collaborating exclusively with ProPoint Media Photography as your photographer for your tenure as Studio Model
Representative.

All parties involved have read this Agreement, agree to all terms and acknowledge receipt of a complete
copy of this document; signed by both parties.

Please complete and mail, scan or email both pages of this contract along with deposit or full payment to:
ProPoint Media Photography
645 Main Street
Clarion, PA 16214
dave@propointmedia.com

Today’s date: _________________________

Parent/Guardian Name: ________________________________________________

Student’s First/Last Name: _____________________________________________

Parent’s Phone Number: (               ) _____________________________________

Parent’s Email Address: ________________________________________________

I consent to submission of this application for my son/daughter to participate in the Studio Model Program.

Parent’s Signature: _________________________________________

Photographer’s Signature: __________________________________
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